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Where are you GOING today?
What did you LEAVE behind?
What did you BRING with you?
How do you WEAR this collection of things while you’re in motion?
Where do you PARK it when you stop?
Do you think you may have FORGOTTEN the most important thing?

EVERYBODY IS A DESIGNER in everyday life. Yet we share no
common vocabulary for describing everyday design practice, and
few would even claim to have a coherent method for pursuing it.
Through glimpses into human mobile nature, Portable Effects is an
interactive anthropological exploration that prompts each of us to
consider the design motives and methods that underlie our daily
transactions with ordinary objects.
People’s selection and arrangement of the things they take with
them—in handbags, pockets, briefcases, backpacks, etc.—form the
context of the investigation. A purse is a physical container, a
changing array of interrelated functions, a prosthesis for memory, a
haptic “user interface,” an information system. The life size lessons
of handbag biomechanics and pocket organization may be adapted
to larger and more complex 3-dimensional problems that frame our
ephemeral earthly experience.
Installation graphics designed by Peter Spreenberg and Dennis Poon, IDEO, March 1997

[This project report entertains situations and behaviors that predated
the advent of smartphones by several years.]
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MANY ANIMALS CARRY things. They carry their young and they carry
food for survival and they carry building materials. Inside their mouths or
on their tails or within the body’s assorted recesses and pouches and
folds of skin, their species-specialized techniques of portage are
ingeniously diversified. We humans are the rare animal that additionally
proceeded to contrive extrinsic devices for the explicit purpose of
carrying things, and this prosaic accomplishment has profoundly altered
the course of our cultural development.
Some historians have even gone so far as to propose that the most
consequential technological invention of our protohuman ancestors was
not a sharpened stone or projectile for hunting, as the archaeological
record has customarily asserted. Rather it may have been a bag for
carrying things—which unlike those durable stone points and
arrowheads has disappeared without a trace, for it was made of leaves
or grasses or stems, or of animal skins, or other biodegradable material.
Proponents of this revisionist view of paleoanthropology, that features
Woman the Gatherer, have not been able to agree whether that original
bag was used for carrying infants, who could no longer grasp the mother
with their feet like young chimpanzees, or whether it was used for
gathering food. Because women were responsible for child care and for
finding food, we speculate that they might have used the same bag for
transporting both the produce of the land and the produce of their
wombs [Tanner & Zihlman 1976].
Without a container in which to carry things, individuals must forage for
themselves. This is hand to mouth existence. You put the nuts and
berries in your mouth on the spot where you encounter them as you
pluck them from their fruiting plants. Alternatively, a human equipped
with a bag could readily collect in a few hours as much as 10 times the
weight of food required for her own daily consumption [Lee 1979].
"One oddly simple but basic fact has figured enormously in . . . the
emergence of modern humans: the ability to carry things,” wrote
anthropologist Richard Leakey. “The concept itself is inarguably simple,
but it is fundamental because of the unique degree of independence
from the environment that it confers on humanity.” The sharing of food,
to which Leakey attributed the inception of community and its economic
organization, did not become common until our forebears figured out
how to carry food. The ability to transport water and fire not only
extended our ancestors’ range of hunting and gathering, but also allowed
their migration from Africa to Asia and Europe [Leakey & Lewin 1977].

I SOMETIMES INTRODUCE myself as an architect who works in motion
picture media. While enrolled in architecture school many years ago, I
began using film to explore the dynamic and ephemeral dimensions of
architectural space. I might also mention that I have never written a film
script. My filmmaking was rooted from the beginning in cinéma vérité—a
method of documentary filmmaking that emerged in the 1960’s, which
favored spontaneous observation of everyday life over the reenactment
of events. Because I was interested in using cinematic media for
capturing the sense of places, I have spent many years pursuing a way
of making movies that would be more like architecture than narrative,
and I was naturally drawn to the polylinear possibilities inherent in
computer-based interactive media.
I traveled to Japan in 1984 to pursue plans for an interactive video
project that would explore traditional Japanese dwelling space. While I
was in the process of finding my way around Kyoto those several
months, I was simultaneously encountering the expressions of a culture
that’s enormously sophisticated in the ways of folding, stacking, rolling,
nesting, carrying, miniaturizing, and transforming things. My attention
was captivated by these manifestations of “portable architecture”—
referring to the miniature, mutable, and mobile piece of our environment
that each person transports with us from time to time and place to place.
After the experience in Japan first rendered this portable environment
salient, I continued to discover it wherever I turned.
Yet it was not till I was working with Apple Computer’s research division
in the late 1980’s—just when Apple was developing the Newton, and
other electronics manufacturers were tinkering with similar visions of
handheld computing devices—that I first began to videotape scenes of
people and the things they carry, as a way of learning about the design
practices of ordinary people engaged in the locomotions of everyday life.
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BETWEEN SETTING FORTH in the morning and returning home at night,
each person lives nomadically for some hours of the day. You can’t take
everything with you—neither in your backpack nor in your head.
Identifying essentials, figuring out how to contain, arrange and keep
track of them as you go are instances of design thinking. Underlying the
Portable Effects research is an assumption that design is not limited to
the province of specialists who have formal training in such disciplines as
architecture and industrial design. Rather, design behavior is a
fundamental element of our species adaptation—key to humans’ survival
strategies. Every individual has a unique style of mobile organization that
reflects that person’s design motives, priorities, and tradeoffs. It is
characteristic for such an organization to evolve with the circumstances
of a person’s life.
Considering that the use of portable containers is so ancient, and so
pivotal to our identity as a species, you might think there would be plenty
of factual data and pithy insights concerning personal carrying systems.
Yet as I began to pursue it, I quickly discovered that I was searching for
an extraordinarily elusive topic. In fact there is no body of literature, no
set of keywords you can look up in the library catalog or encyclopedia.
Apparently the business of carrying things is so fundamental to human
behavior that we’ve tossed it off to second nature and seldom given it
another thought.
In order to construct a conceptual map of the field—this subject of
personal carrying systems—you are left to draw some very tenuous
connections among the sparse and vaguely marked outcroppings of
taken-for-granted knowledge that belongs to such disparate domains as
paleoanthropology, ergonomics, airline baggage tracking, and costume
history for stage and cinema. A few anthropologists have conducted
fieldwork with nomadic hunter-gatherers, for example. The science of
ergonomics has tended to focus on the environment that is arrayed
around us, with the exception of lifting studies specifically related to the
back injuries that are an occupational hazard for manual laborers. The
literature of fashion has surprisingly little to tell us about the history and
evolution of carrying devices. I suspect that this is not due to accidental
oversight or to a case of amnesia. More likely we should regard it as a
hint that carrying has never been fashionable. Fashion was always
defined by people of royalty, wealth, and power. Those are the
individuals who typically had servants to carry things for them.

The modern pocket was introduced to menswear sometime in the 17 century, while women
continued to carry pouches tied around the waist or suspended from the wrist.
th

Illustration from Are Clothes Modern? by Bernard Rudofsky, 1947. “Fully clothed man carries
seventy or more buttons, most of them useless. He has at his disposal two dozen pockets.”
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Fashion, moreover, is a cultural expression that changes. Even the Queen
carries a handbag nowadays. Since the origin of clothing, fashion has
usually dictated different modes of portage for men and women, even if the
things they carried were more or less the same.
Art historian Richard Martin was Curator of the Costume Institute at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art from 1993 until his untimely death in 1999. A
reserved and stylish man who wore elegantly understated suits and walked
to work daily, Martin explained to me that pockets have always
represented the power of carrying things in an effortless way. One acquires
tremendous bodily freedom when one can distribute the essential
paraphernalia on one’s person without losing the use of one’s hands or
otherwise impeding one’s ability to maneuver. In Martin’s assessment of
pockets, any other carrying device is probably an encumbrance.

DO YOU SAY you carry it or do you wear it? Our English language makes a
distinction between wearing and carrying which becomes fuzzy as soon as
you think about it very hard. Some other languages use a single word to
cover both wearing and carrying:
French

porter

Italian

portare

Spanish

llevar

German

tragen

Irish

caith means to wear, to move, to throw, and to spend.

Japanese language, on the other hand, has a whole repertoire of different
verbs to describe wearing, depending where on your body you wear the
item.
The !Kung San of south-central Africa are nomadic hunter-gatherers.
Because mobility is the essence of their adaptation, and because their daily
diet consists of hundreds of small nuts, berries, and tubers, these people
have developed a sophisticated carrying technology. The array of transport
devices in common use includes large animal hides draped over the back
that double as sleeping blankets, shoulder-borne yokes, lightweight nets,
baby carriers, and an assortment of small leather bags. A keen sensibility
regarding portable systems is likewise expressed in !Kung vocabulary,
“which has a multitude of terms for different ways of carrying” [Lee 1979].

Illustrations by Deborah Shulman diagram a people’s complex vocabulary of carrying in
The !Kung San by Richard Borshay Lee, 1979.
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JUST SOUTH of the arctic circle, the Northwest Territories are home to
the Dene and the Inuit—two other aboriginal peoples whose traditional
way of life depended on hunting and gathering. I traveled to Yellowknife,
capital of the Northwest Territories, to learn about portable provisions
that people make in order to survive the extreme cold winters there. We
visited Bill Erasmus, grand chief of the Dene nation, who received us in
his downtown office. Could he tell us how Dene people think about their
personal carrying systems? “First I carry myself,” the chief reminded us.
As he emptied his pockets, we observed that he was also carrying old
receipts and obsolete lottery tickets and various subway passes and
business cards that delighted him with their provision of storytelling
cues, as well as a few candies and packets of tea for emergency
preparedness.
Nomadic people, whether they inhabit the arid Kalahari desert or the icy
sub-arctic tundra of northern Canada, share several key ideas that
distinguish them from settlers. One is their conception of the relationship
between the people and the land. A nomadic perspective makes “no
sharp dichotomy between the resources of the natural environment and
the social wealth. The unimproved land itself is the means of production,
and because it is owned by no one exclusively, it is available to everyone
who can use it. [People] do not amass a surplus because they conceive
of the environment itself as their storehouse” [Lee 1979].
Secondly, “for people who move around a lot . . . it would be sheer folly
to amass more goods than can be carried along when the group moves.
Portability is the major design feature of the items themselves” [Lee
1979]. Therefore the ability to share tools and resources, rather than
duplicate them for every individual, is enormously important. Keeping up
with the Jones’s simply doesn’t correlate with a nomadic lifestyle. In
contrast to our idea of personal wealth, material success among
nomadic peoples is apt to be measured by the frequency and extent of
an individual’s gift exchanges.
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Portable Portraits
A portrait (like a place) is another kind of structure that is
not a story. As I accumulated the Portable Portraits over
a span of 10 years, it became increasingly obvious that
they were not going to add up to a feature length
documentary with a beginning and a middle and an end.
The richness of the material has a great deal to do with
the range and diversity of the people who are its
subjects. But how could we give viewers access to this
richness without making them watch portrait after
portrait for hours on end?
Labels, buttons, pointers, keywords, and Boolean
operations—the usual affordances for navigation in
interactive media environments—were good for calling
people’s attention to things and for enabling targeted
searches. How do you make an interactive video
environment that lets things call attention to themselves?
How do you make it possible for people to discover
patterns and relationships in the material by noticing
what's there rather than relying on someone else's labels
and pointers? How could polylinear, random access
cinema be arranged for enabling viewers to assume an
attitude of attentiveness and active noticing?
How could we provide a viewing experience that would
interactively engage diverse curiosities and varying
attention levels of individual viewers? How could we
enable people to pursue the threads of their own interest
and to discover patterns among all the various portable
paraphernalia and design strategies? Is it possible to
integrate the fluid continuity of cinematic experience with
the kinds of choice and control that hypermedia affords?
At Interval Research Corporation we produced a series
of interactive viewing prototypes based on the extensive
collection of video portraits, experimenting with invisible
annotation hierarchies and cinematic linkages among
scenes, such as “seamless expansion” [Gould and
Strickland 2003].
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What is Annotation For?
Because machines lack the capacity to analyze semantic, temporal, and
relational features of video content, an annotation language that both
humans and computers can read and write is required for generating
structured representations that computers can parse and manipulate.
The annotation language that we adapted for Portable Effects was a
special dialect of Media Streams, a system that originated at the
Machine Understanding Group of MIT Media Lab in 1990 as the PhD
project of Marc Davis (inventor), and developed with the collaboration of
undergraduates Golan Levin (computational artist) and Brian Williams
(software engineer). Their approach used a stream-based, semantic
representation of video content with an iconic visual language of
hierarchically structured, composable, and searchable primitives. Marc
originally envisioned Media Streams as a tool to retrieve and repurpose
stock footage from Hollywood movie archives.

occurred in a scene, it could also refer to abstract design principles, and
take account of subjective interpretations on the part of the annotator.
We needed moreover to represent physical relationships of form and
space. Our container editor lets an annotator construct a complete
diagram of the subject’s portable architecture, the components and
affordances of the bag, and nested relationships among any person’s
multiple containers, compartments and objects.

The Portable Effects project had a different problem. Confronted with a
growing collection of documentary video portraits that do not add up to
a plot-based linear narrative, we were fashioning a new genre of
cinematic viewing experience that could interactively engage diverse
curiosities and varying attention levels of individual viewers. Detailed
annotation of the edited portraits was necessary to provide an underlying
structure, invisible to viewers, that would enable salient connections in
the material to surface as a viewer pursued emergent threads of interest.
In order to describe documentary video clips that concern portable
design and human behavior, we extended and modified the language of
Media Streams so that in addition to concrete objects and actions that

Pfx Streams annotation timeline.

Pfx Streams design icons: the design actions that video subjects have applied to their portable transport systems.
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Pfx Streams purpose icons: the purposes that video subjects ascribe to their portable choices and carrying strategies.
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Media Streams is an ideographic language system for annotating, retrieving, repurposing, and automatically assembling digital video. Its lexicon of hierarchically structured, composable, and searchable primitives consists of
more than 6,000 descriptors, made visual by Golan Levin.
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Pfx Streams container editor.

BAGviewer
From annotations entered in the container editor, the BAGviewer
dynamically computes a graphical diagram of all the objects that people
carry in our Portable Portrait videos, enabling you to inspect the entire
bag arrangement inside out in a single view, to observe nested
relationships between containers and objects, and to discern patterns of
organization across a range of subjects. By reducing the representation
of bags to iconic forms, the schematics of BAGviewer emphasize
differences of structure over differences of surface appearance, and
thereby afford investigations into, and comparisons of, many people’s
strategies for designing and managing their portable architecture.
People’s conceptual schema are grounded in our everyday bodily
experience in the physical world. Abstract concepts are most meaningful
to our species when they may be expressed in terms of simple and
coherently related kinesthetic metaphors, such as containers, paths,
forces, balance, orientation. Such glimmers from philosopher Maurice
Merleau-Ponty and art historian Ernest Gombrich, refracted in the insight
of cognitive linguists George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, gave momentum,
form, and substance, to the scheme of BAGviewer.
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Don’t Forget Your Stuff:
A Museum Installation for Interactive Anthropology
In 1995 Interval Research Corporation and the Exploratorium of San
Francisco set about to develop an exhibit that would capture visitors’
insights about nomadic design practice. For the Portable Effects project,
this collaboration promised an opportunity to engage a daily crowd of
museum visitors as participants in our exploration, and to collect data
about nomadic design practice from a wide demographic spectrum.
Our design brief, drafted in cooperation with Exploratorium exhibit staff,
called for creating an architectural environment and a system of
interactions that would prompt visitors to consider the objects they carry
every day at the same time that it captured the sense of their transactions
with these objects. We speculated that participants were likely to gain
insight about their mobile choices in the process—“The things I carry are
extensions of me.” “Everyone has a different scheme.” “I pack these
things for a purpose.” Or “Aha, I am practicing design when I organize
my kit every day.” The exhibit that grew from this interactive experience
would be a cumulative affair—an audiovisual inventory of the things that
visitors bring to it, and the purposes and meanings they attribute to these
things.
Inspecting the contents of their bags and pockets, participants enter
images, words, and sounds in a networked multimedia database. As they
articulate their schemes of collection and sorting, they may add their
profiles to an extensible database, as well as take the opportunity to
contrast and compare their own portable survival tactics with nomadic
profiles created by previous visitors. The Portable Effects exhibit
integrated graphical user interface elements displayed on computer
screens with a complement of tangible affordances and audible cues for
encouraging participants to think with their bodies as well as with their
minds.

following page: 1 and 2. Unloading Dock, a 3-camera multi-input photo booth with two industrial
weighing scales, measures and records the distribution of a person’s kit. 3. Inspection Station
prompts participants to consider why they choose to carry these things. 4. Portrait Gallery invites
players to compare their own nomadic design solutions with those of other visitors.
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At the Inspection Station, virtual affordances—for sorting, arranging, and recording—augment tactile exploration and physical manipulation of one’s personal objects.
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